
CSL League Record FAQ – July 8, 2019 

 

1. So… everything I need to know about league records is in this document? 

 

No.  This is an informational and procedural document.  The CSL Meet Rules are your first stop 

for learning about league records.  They are posted on the CSL website in the Documents | Rules 

folder.  Section XXI. Records on pp13-14 spells it all out. 

 

2. Whose responsibility is it to ensure that my swimmer or relay is recognized for a league record? 

 

Yours.  Records are not automatic – they require proper documentation and timely notification. 

 

3. What documentation is required for a league record? 

 

Read the meet rules.  But in a nutshell (in the absence of electronic timing) … 

 

The original physical time card (not a copy), with three times on it signed by the meet referee 

(certifying legal swim) and signed by the three lane timers (certifying correct times shown), must 

be submitted to the league within a certain time period. 

 

The card should have three times, and no more than three times.  The card should have four 

signatures (three timers and one referee), and no more than four signatures. 

 

4. How do I go about doing all of this? 

 

The first step is be aware that you have swimmers or relays on your team that are capable of 

setting league records.  If you have such swimmers or relays, you need to be on high alert every 

time they swim those events. 

 

5. Then what? 

 

Before they swim, notify the referee that a league record is being sought.  Check the time card 

immediately after the swim – before the next heat – to see if a record was broken.  If a record 

was in fact broken, immediately stop the meet, notify the referee, and get the required 

signatures on the back of the card.  This is especially important for relays, as timers disperse 

rapidly as soon as the meet is finished. 

 

6. Then what? 

 

After the meet, scan or photograph both sides of the time card.  Email the images to… 

 

ctc.htc.info@gmail.com 

repwbrofft@gmail.com 

http://csl.nvblu.com/documents.html?folder_id=50245
mailto:ctc.htc.info@gmail.com
mailto:repwbrofft@gmail.com


 

Copy your team reps and coaches on your email as you deem appropriate.  Please do this as 

soon as you can after the meet.  There are other wheels that need to start turning right away, 

and they can’t start turning until after we receive the images. 

 

7. Then what? 

 

Mail or hand deliver the original signed time card to Bob Brofft, our league Records Chair. 

 

Bob Brofft 

5432 Ashleigh Road 

Fairfax VA 22030-7265 

 

This must be done within a short period of time.  Please refer to the CSL meet rules for the 

deadlines.   

 

Note that the record will not become official until the actual time card is received and passes 

review.  The images are helpful, but they are not enough to certify a record swim. 

 

8. Can we use a backup 4th timer on a lane that might set a league record? 

 

Yes.  It’s a good idea to do this. 

 

9. When is it okay to use the backup time? 

 

The only situation in which a backup time may be used is when there is a failure associated with 

one of the three designated lane timers for the lane.  E.g., stopwatch didn’t start, human timer 

missed start, human timer missed finish, etc. 

 

If each of the three primary timers was successful in timing the swim, the middle time of those 

three times is the official time for the swim, or if any 2 times agree, that is the official time.   

 

Do not use a backup time – no matter how tempting it is to do so – if the three primary timers 

were successful.  You may NOT select the fastest 3 out of the available times.  

 

10. But… if I use the backup time instead of one of the primary times, it would be a league record.  

Why withhold a record from a swimmer?   

 

You’re not withholding a record from a swimmer.  If the official time – as reckoned using the 

three primary watch times – is slower than the record time, then the swimmer did not set a 

record. 

 

11. Aw, c’mon!  Isn’t CSL supposed to be about the swimmers? 

 



Yes.  It’s about being consistent and fair to all swimmers.  It’s not about breaking rules to do a 

favor to a selected swimmer.  

 

12. Oh, darn.  We didn’t realize our swimmer was this fast, and we didn’t get the time card signed 

and delivered and all that stuff before the deadline.  But I saw my swimmer’s time on the CSL 

website, and it’s faster than the league record.  If it’s on the website, it should be recognized as 

a league record, right? 

 

No.  The website is not proof of a league record, nor has it ever been.  Likewise, a recorded time 

in Hy-Tek is not proof of a league record, nor has it ever been.  Both the website and Hy-Tek files 

have had to be corrected to fix errors that got posted from meet files. 

 

13. Okay… are there any other things I should be aware of? 

 

Here a non-exhaustive list: 

 

a. A swim-up can’t set a league record.  For example, if your team’s crazy-fast 14-year old 

Breaststroker swims up into your 15-18 medley relay and they go faster than the league record, 

it’s not a league record.  Each swimmer in a relay must be in the proper age group – as defined 

by the event – in order to set a league record. 

 

b. Except for Mixed gender relay events, a swimmer may not set a record in a mixed gender 

heat.  For example, if a heat for an individual event has a girl in it, a boy’s league record can’t be 

set in that heat. 

 

c. A record can’t be set if there is a swimmer from an older age group in the heat.  E.g., a 14-year 

old can’t set a record while swimming in a heat with a 15-18. 

 

d. League records can be set only in the normal course of league sanctioned meets.  For 

example, a swimmer may not set a league record at Time Trials or at bonus B-meets that aren’t 

on the CSL schedule.  Further, you may not create extra opportunities at sanctioned meets for 

record setting swims.  For example, if two teams agree to run relays at a B-meets, swims from 

those events would be disallowed for league records.  That applies to relay records as well as to 

individual records set while swimming lead-off legs in those B-meet relay events. 

 

e. No pacing.  For example, if a Breaststroker or IM’er is seeking a record, you can’t put a 

Freestyler in the same heat. 

 

f. If a swimmer won a 1st-2nd-3rd place ribbon in an event on Saturday, that swimmer can’t swim 

an event in that stroke block at the next schedule B-meet.  Therefore, that swimmer can’t set a 

league record in that stroke block at the next scheduled B-meet. 

 

Please note that everything above is covered by (sometimes terse) language in the CSL meet 



rules.   

 

14. Do the rules and procedures for league records apply to team records and pool records? 

 

No.  You can manage your team records however you like.  You can manage your pool records 

however you like. 

 

15. We have a team record from 1991 that is faster than the corresponding league record.  How can 

that be?  How do we get the league record updated? 

 

That swim was most likely from a time trials meet, or from some sort of bonus meet.  If that’s 

the case, it was never eligible for being recognized as a league record since it didn’t happen at a 

league sanctioned meet.  And even if it was swum at a sanctioned meet, you’ve missed the 

deadline for submitting the signed time card – by decades. 

 

16. Can you show me an example of a proper league record time card? 

 

Below is an actual record time card from 2016.  Three times.  The middle time is correctly 

circled.  Four signatures – three timer signatures, one referee signature.  Perfect. 

 

 
  



17. How about an example of an improper time card? 

 

Below is another actual record time card from 2016.  Various issues.   

 

Four times on the card.  The extra time turned out to be a backup time and should not have 

been written on the card.   

 

Seven signatures on the card – four timers, two referees, plus the head timer.   Please provide 

the meet referee’s and the three timers’ signatures.  Don’t need nor want any more than that. 

 

Colorful embellishments – “Lane 3 The Place To Be”.  Not required. 

 

This swimmer got credit for a league record time of 26.42, by the way, and not the time of 26.34 

that was submitted.  

 

 


